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Abstract.
The main goal of this exploratory study is to determine how the
temperature-salinity relationshipchangeswith horizontal length scaleand depth in
the ocean. Temperature and salinity were measuredon a range of scalesfrom 4 m
to 1000 km, towing a SeaSoaralong isobarsand isopycnalsin the subtropicalgyre
of the North Pacific, during the winter of 1997. The wavelet transform technique
is used to compute the horizontal density ratio and thermohaline variability as a
function of scale and location. Measurementsalong an isobar in the mixed layer
show that the horizontal density ratio is 1 at all scalesobserved;that is, horizontal
temperature and salinity gradients tend to cancel each other in their effect on
density. Thermohaline variability at small scalesis intermittent and clustersaround
large-scalethermohaline anomalies. Below the base of the mixed layer, horizontal
gradients of temperature are only partially opposed by salinity, and the density
ratio is close to 2. In the thermocline the distribution of thermohaline variability
is uniform along isobarsbut intermittent and colocatedat different scalesalong
isopycnals. Density-compensatedvariability, ubiquitous in the mixed layer, is
reduced along deeper isopycnals. Compensationof horizontal temperature and
salinity gradientssupportsrecent theoretical ideasthat mixing in the winter mixed
layer dependson horizontal density gradients.

1.

Introduction

markedly differentfrom 2. On smallerhorizontal scales,

In the upper ocean, a remarkable correlation exists
between temperature and salinity gradients. In the
mixed layer, abundant examples of horizontal fronts
with temperature and salinity that nearly cancelin their
joint effect on density can be found on scales of 10-

100km [i.e.,Roden,1975,1989; Yuanand Talley,1992).
A few observationshave been made of horizontal density
fronts on scalesfiner than 10 km in which the temperature gradient is partially opposedby the salinity gra-

between20 m and 10 km, Rudnickand Ferrari [1999]
found that the mixed layer density ratio is 1, not 2. In
the waters just below the subtropicalmixed layer, density variations due to temperature are often opposedby
those due to salinity. Density ratios computed across
vertical distancesof 1-10 m are typically between 2 and

3 [e.g., Schmittand Evans,1978; Dugan et al., 1992;
Mack and Schoeberlein,
1993]. A first goal of this ex-

ploratory study is to determine how the density ratio
changeswith spatial scale and vertical position in the
dient [e.g.,Flament et al., 1985;Rudnickand Luyten,
upper 300 m of the subtropical oceans.

1996]. A usefulmeasureof the degreeof compensation

is the density ratio R defined as the ratio of the relative effect of temperature and salinity on density over
a spatial interval. A front that is cold and fresh on one
side and warm and salty on the other, so that temperature and salinity have opposingeffectson density, has
a density ratio of 1. A front where the effect of temperature is twice and opposite to that of salinity has

a densityratio of 2. Stommel[1993]and Chen[1995]
computed the density ratios of large-scalemeridional
temperature-salinity(T-S) gradientsin the surfacewaters of all oceansin the range of latitudes between 20ø
and 50ø and concluded that R has a mean close to 2,

even though individual fronts can have a density ratio
Copyright2000 by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

The establishment of T-S compensation in the mixed

layer can be rationalized in a few different ways. One
explanation is that climatologicaldistributions of precipitation, evaporation and air-sea heat exchangeconspire with entrainment of thermocline waters to create

andjuxtaposepatternsof temperatureand salinitywith
a fixed density ratio. A more satisfactoryexplanation
relies on regulating mechanismsin the mixed layer to
create correlations between temperature and salinity,
regardlessof the large-scaleatmosphericforcing. The
basic idea is straightforward: temperature and salinity are dynamically active because they contribute to
density gradients. All processesthat depend on den-

sity gradientsare potentially capableof creating T-S
relationsby acting only on fluctuationsof temperature
and salinity that reinforce in their joint effect on den-
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sity. Perhaps the oldest branch of models in which the
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dientsdescends
from $tommel's[1961]two-boxidealiza- unchangedalongsurfacesof constantdensity.An altertion of the thermohaline circulation. Stommel posited native explanation is that the thermocline structure is
a transport law in which the exchangeof massbetween establishedby double-diffusive
mixing [Schmitt,1981,
boxesis proportionalto the squareof the densitydiffer- 1999]. Salt fingerstransportmore salt than heat and
ence. Some30 yearslater, Storereel[1993]and Store- tend to rotate and tighten the T-$ curve. Further, salt
reel and Young[1993]usedthe samemodelto propose finger convectionis a strongfunction of the densityraa regulator mechanismfor the mixed layer. The tem- tio, decreasingrapidly for valueslarger than 2. Thus
perature and salinity in the two boxesare established salt fingerscan accountfor a tight T-•q relationshipand
by the interaction betweena mean horizontal tempera- a density ratio of 2.
This study presentsobservationsof the T-$ relationture gradientand a stochasticforcingof randomrainfall
and evaporation. Provided that the random fluctua- ship in the mixed layer and in the upper thermoclineon
tions are large, the average ratio of the temperature an unprecedentedrange of horizontalscalesfrom l0 m

and salinity differencesacrossthe two boxesis 2. A

to 1000 km.

secondclass of models has been developedto parameterize the transport of heat and salt in a mixed layer
idealized as a shallow system with strong vertical mix-

fusivity of temperature and salinity in such a mixed
layer is proportionalto the horizontaldensitygradient
squared. The physicalexplanationof this parameterization is illustrated in the analysisof Ferrari and Young
[1997]. Assumethat atmosphericforcingand entrain-

a SeaSoar equipped with a conductivity-temperaturedepth profiler(CTD). The developmentof a newvehicle
control systemto track isobarsand isopycnalshas been
a key element in the successof the experiment. Data are
analyzedusingwavelettechniquesto identify the distribution of T-$ variability as a function of length scale
andlocation.The wavelettransform[Daubechies,
1992]
is a mathematical tool, muchlike the Fourier transform,
of potential use in the analysisof data. In this paper,

ment of thermocline

wavelet

ing. Young[1994]suggested
that the horizontaldif-

waters create random

distributions

of temperature and salinity in the mixed layer. Regions
will exist in which the horizontal gradients of temperature and salinity will happen to compensate in their
effect on density, whereasin other regionsthey will create horizontal density gradients. The horizontal den-

sity gradients will slump under the action of gravity
and restratify the mixed layer. Any subsequentstrong
vertical mixing results in a weakeningof the horizontal
density gradient. Those T-$ gradientsthat are compensated do not slump and do not experience horizontal dispersionand therefore persist. The strength of the
dispersion increasesas the horizontal density gradient
becomeslarger and may be describedby a horizontal
diffusivity that is an increasingfunction of the density
gradient. The specificfunctional dependenceis determined by the details of the slumpingprocess.At small
horizontal scales this mechanism is essentially a shear
dispersiondriven by slumpinghorizontal density gradients, and the eddy diffusivity turns out to be proportional to the density gradient squared. At scaleslarger
than the local Rossbyradius, rotation affectsthe slumping in the form of baroclinicinstability. The resultsof

T-•q measurements

coe•cients

were collected with

are used to calculate

statistics

rele-

vant to thermohaline variability.

The paper is organizedas follows. A summaryof the
data is given in section 2. Measurementsalong a surface of constant pressurein the mixed layer are used
to discussstatistics of the density ratio and the distribution of thermohaline variability at different scalesin
section 3. The analysis of thermohaline variability is
extendedto measurementsalongisobarsand isopycnals
in the upper thermoclinein section4. Sawtooth profiles between the surface and 320 m are used to provide
a descriptionof the changesof thermohalinevariability
with depth in section 5. A summary and conclusions
are provided in section 6.
2.

Data

The Spiceexperimentconsistedof a cruisein the eastern North Pacific along 140øW, between 25ø and 35øN.
This area is representativeof the T-$ variability of the
North Pacific subtropical gyre, away from boundary
currents. The cruise was conducted from January 24
to February 20, 1997. There were two main reasonsto
prefer wintertime for this experiment. First, the mixed

numericalsimulations[Pavanand Held, 1996]and theoreticalinvestigations[ Visbecket al., 1997;Haine and layer is deep (-• 100 m) and well mixed so that the efMarshall, 1998]suggestthe adoptionof an eddy diffu- fects of diurnal solar heating are reduced. Second,the

sivity proportional to a power of the horizontal buoy- water found in the subtropicalmixed layer in this season
ancy gradient between i and 3.
is subducted in the thermocline and plays an important
A tight relationshipbetweentemperature and salin- role in the formation of central water masses.
ity is also observedin the waters below the mixed layer.
Measurementswere taken towing a SeaSoarequipped
This has been described as the result of different pro- with a Sea-Bird CTD. All sensors were fixed to the rear
cesses.Iselin [1939]noticedthat there is a correspon- wing of the SeaSoarpointingdirectly into the flow;their
dence between horizontal profiles in the surface mixed calibration is discussedin Appendix A. Upper bounds
layer and vertical profiles in the upper thermocline. on instrumental errors,estimatedas the RMS difference
He concluded that water properties set in the winter between the measurementsreturned by the two sets of
mixed layer are transported to the interior essentially sensors,
are1.3x 10-3 øCfortemperature,
1.4x 10-3 psu
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Plate 1.

A summaryof the Spiceexperimentdata set. The potentialdensitysectionalong

140øWis measuredtowinga SeaSoaralonga sawtoothpath. The straightwhite linesare isobar
towsat 50 and 200 dbar. The heavyblacklinesare isopycnals
24.8 kg m-3 and 25.5 kg m-3 as
measuredduringthe sawtoothtow. The jaggedwhite linesare towsalongtheseisopycnals.

for salinity,and 1.2 x 10-3 kg m-3 for potentialden- real time. The isobar and isopycnal tow patterns were

sity.Supporting
measurements
included
a fluorom•ter,accomplished using a proportional integral derivative
mountedon top of the SeaSoarbody, Global Positioning
System(GPS) navigation,a shipboardacousticDoppler
current profiler (ADCP), and meteorology.
The observational program consistedof five northsouth sectionsof 10 degreesof latitude, approximately
equivalent to 1100 km, in which the SeaSoarwas towed
along different measurablesurfacesusing a new digital
flight controller. In the first sectionthe SeaSoarwas
flown along a sawtooth profile. The controller commanded the SeaSoar to fly between 5 and 320 dbar in
lessthan 12 min, while keepingdive rate and cable tension within specifiedbounds. The secondand third sec-

(PID) controlalgorithm [Shinskey,1988].
A complete summary of the experiment is given in
Plate 1. The potential density section, as measuredby
the sawtooth tow, provides the background thermohaline fieldson scaleslarger than 3 km. At a cruisingspeed

of -.•4 m s-1 , the SeaSoarcompleteda minimumof five
and an average of seven cycles per hour. These data
were averagedinto bins of 12 min in time (a horizontal
resolutionof • 3 km) by 8 m in depth. The length of
the bins ensured that the SeaSoar completed at least
one cycle per bin, while vertical resolution was set to

be equal to the vertical resolution of the ADCP. This
snapshot shows the main features of the upper ocean
200 dbar in the seasonal thermocline.
The controller
structure found in the survey region. There is a well
used the difference between the locally measured pres- developedmixed layer in the upper 100-150 m that sits
sure and the pressureit was supposedto track to main- over the thermocline. The correspondingpicturesof potain the SeaSoaralong the desiredisobar. Surfacesof tential temperature and salinity showthat temperature
constant potential density were chosenfor the last two is the vertically stratifying component, while salinity
sections,one that went from beneath the mixed layer to decreaseswith depth for latitudes south of 32øN.
outcropping
(24.8kgm-3) andtheotherthat remained High horizontal resolution was obtained by towing
in the seasonal
thermocline
(25.5kg m-3). The con- the SeaSoar along two isobars for the full 10ø of lattroller operated by respondingto differencesbetween itude. The straight white lines in Plate 1 are isobar
the chosenpotential density and the one measuredin tows at 50 dbar in the mixed layer and 200 dbar in the
tions were level tows at 50 dbar in the mixed layer and
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Plate 2. Potential
temperature
• (bluelines),salinityS (greenlines),andpotential
density

cr•(redlines)
along
the•50dbarpressure
surface:
(a)thesignals
over
theentire
towfrom25øto

35øNand (b), (c) and(d) successive
magnifications
by a factorof 10 of the shaded
portionof
the panelabove.Plates2a-2dspanhorizontal
sections
of 1113,111,11,andI km, respectively.
The verticalaxesfor temperature
andsalinityarescaledby the thermalandhalineexpansion
coe•cients
sothatexcursions
oftemperature
andsalinity
arepresented
asthechange
theyimply
on density.Everytemperature
fluctuation
is mirroredby onein salinityof the sameamplitude
that cancelsits effecton density,even at the smallestscales.
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seasonalthermocline. Stable temperature and salinity
measurementswere possibleat a frequencyof I Hz, and

show that compensation occurs down to scalesas small
as 10 m. Strong horizontal density gradientsare rarely

thus the isobar tows allowed a horizontal

observed at all scales. Pressure fluctuations

resolution

of

around the

4 m at a meantowingspeedof4 m s-• . RMS speedfluc- depth of 50 dbar are small, with an RMS of 0.3 dbar,
tuations remained within 0.2 m s-• and contributed to

and not correlatedwith the thermohalinefields (Fig-

an uncertainty of 5% in estimatesof spatial scalesfrom ure 1), proving that the observedgradientsare not due
temporal measurements. The control system worked to profiling vertical stratification.
better than anticipated, and the SeaSoar followed an
The correlationbetweenthermohalinegradientsis ofisobar to within an RMS deviation of 0.3 dbar at an
ten quantified in terms of the ratio of the relative effect
averageslant of 0.4ø in the mixed layer and an RMS of of potential temperature and salinity on density, the
0.4 dbar at an averageslant of 1.0ø in the thermocline. density ratio,
aA0

The jagged white lines in Plate I are tows along
isopycnals. The shallowertow tracked the isopycnal

R- •AS'

(1)

24.8 kg m-3 startingfrom beneaththe mixedlayer
and crossingits base southof 29øN, while the deeper wherea - -Orr0/O0 and • - Otto/OSare the expantow followed an isopycnal in the upper thermocline sion coefficientsof potential temperature and salinity

(25.5 kg m-3). The controlsystemwassuccessful
at in unitsof kg m-• øC-• andkg m-3 (psu)-•. The po-

tential temperature and salinity differencesA0 and AS
0.02 kg m-•. The blacklinesare the isopycnals
24.8 are taken over a spatial interval. Horizontal fronts in
and25.5kg m-• asmeasured
duringthe sawtoothtow. which temperature and salinity have opposingeffectson
density, as those shown in Plate 2, are said to be comThe difference between the black and white lines is due
pensated
and have a density ratio of 1. Fronts where the
to oceanicvariability; that is, the isopycnalsmoveddureffect
of
temperature
on density is larger and opposite
ing the time between surveys.
to that of salinity have a density ratio between I and
c•. The arctangentof the densityratio is knownas the
3. Thermohaline
Gradients
in the
Turner angle,

following isopycnalsto within an RMS deviation of

Mixed Layer

Tu-

The goal of this sectionis to obtain statistics of temperature and salinity fluctuations in the mixed layer
along a horizontal surface. Horizontal scalesbelow I km
are poorly explored in the ocean, and simultaneous
measurementsof temperature and salinity in the mixed

layer over a range of scalesfrom 4 m to 1100 km are
unprecedentedto our knowledge. The measurements
were made along the 50 dbar pressuresurface, chosen

to bisectroughlythe mixedlayer (Plate 1). Thesedata
are usedin the followingtwo sections(1) to quantifythe
degreeof compensationbetweentemperature and salin-

arctan(R).

(2)

The branchofthe arctangentischosen
suchthat -•r/2 <
Tu _<•r/2 (this choicediffersfrom the one usedin the
literature

on double diffusion but is more convenient

for the present study). The Turner angle is positive
when temperature and salinity counteract each other
in their effect on density. Acrosscompensated
fronts,
•A0 - •AS and Tu - •r/4, while temperaturefronts
only partially opposedby salinity have a Turner angle between•r/4 and •r/2. The advantages
of usingTu
rather than R are apparent: (1) the infinitescaleof R is
replacedby a finite onerunningfrom -•r/2 to •r/2, (2)

ity overhorizontalscalesfrom 20 m to 10 km and (2) to the indeterminate value obtained when AS - 0 is well
show that frontal zonesare composedof thermohaline definedin termsof Tu, and (3) temperature-dominated
fluctuationson a wide range of scales.
regions(1 < R < c•) and salinity-dominatedregions
(0 < R < 1) occupythe samespaceon the Tu scale.
3.1. Thermohaline
Layer

Compensation

in the Mixed

All computations are therefore carried out in terms of
Tu, but the results are discussedin terms of R because

Data from the 50 dbar tow show that each feature in
it has a more intuitive interpretation.
potential temperature is mirrored in salinity throughA quantitative descriptionof the compensationseen
out the mixed layer over length scalesfrom hundreds graphically in Plate 2 is obtained by computing the
of kilometersdown to severalmeters (Plate 2). Po- density ratio over a wide range of horizontal scales.
tential temperature and salinity gradients coincide so In order to determine temperature and salinity fluctuthat density gradientsare minimized: horizontalfronts ations as a function of scale and location the T and
tend to be cold and fresh on one side and warm and
$ signalsare convolvedwith analyzingfunctionscomsalty on the other. In Plate 2 the vertical axes for tem- pact in location and wavenumber. Like a microscope,
perature and salinity are scaled by the corresponding these functions increasespatial resolution to focus on
expansion coe•cients, so that a unit distance is the progressivelysmaller scalesat the cost of resolution in
same in potential temperature, salinity, and potential wavenumber. In fact, achievingarbitrarily high resodensity. This presentationemphasizesthat tempera- lution both in location and wavenumber is impossible,
ture and salinity fluctuationshavehardly any signature in exact analogy with the Heisenberguncertainty prinin density. Successiveenlargementsof a frontal region ciple. A good compromiseis obtained with a basisof
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Figure 1. Pressurefluctuationsmeasuredby the SeaSoarduring the isobartow at 50 dbar. Figures la-ld showsectionsof the tow correspondingto the thermohalinemeasurementsof Plates 2a2d. Pressure is not correlated with the thermohaline fields, proving that the signals in Plate 2
are not due to profiling vertical stratificationbut reflect true horizontal variability.

1

analyzing functions in the form of wave packetslocalized in both spaces.By changingthe wavelengthof the
oscillations proportionally to the e-folding of the wave with Q = 2v/•r. This motherwavelet,generally
repacket in spacethe analyzing functionsmaintain a con- ferred to as the Morlet wavelet, is optimum in the sense
stant number of oscillationsat all scales. This technique that the product of the resolution in wavenumber with
is generallyreferredto as the wavelettransform.
that in location is minimum in Hilbert space. The
The wavelet transform is defined as the convolution
wavelet coefficientsat scale l and position x0 for poof a signal with a set of functions,called wavelets,of tential temperature and salinity are given by

•b(x)
--• exp(-x
2)exp(iQx),

changingwidth to resolvedifferentscales(AppendixB).
Waveletsare derivedby dilation of the so-calledmother
wavelet,keepingconstantthe quality factor i•, defined
as the ratio of the wavenumber

,xo(l,xo) - 171
l
1//o,••b'(X-Xø)O(x)d
(3)

at which the window is

centeredto its spreadin wavenumber.In the following
analysisthe mother wavelet is a sinusoldmultiplied by
a Gaussian,

1

- xo

AS(l,
xo,-i•//o••b*(x
i )S(x,
dx. (4,
The

wavelet

transform

is here

defined

to

have

unit
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gain so that the wavelet coefficients of a monochromatic signal of unit amplitude have unit amplitude
at the wavelength of the monochromatic signal. The
wavelet coefficientsof 0 and $ are multiplied by the
respective expansion coefficients a and /• low passed
at scaleslarger than 1 with a Gaussianfilter (71(x) -

1/(x/• I/I)exp(-x2/12). Theresulting
series
aAO(1,
xo)
and •AS(1,Xo) give the amplitudeand phaseof temperature and salinity fluctuations in density units as a
function of wavelengthand location.
The real parts of the wavelet coefficientsof potential
temperature and salinity aAO and •AS, for horizontal wavelengthsbetween 20 m and l0 km, are used to
obtain a statistical descriptionof thermohaline compensation. The wavelet coefficientsby themselves are not
a statistical measure; they are the result of a mathematical

transform

such as the coefficients

of a Fourier

UPPER
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Density ratio as a function of wavelength

transform. Compensation can be quantified only by
computingstatisticsof the waveletcoefficients.Plate 3

computedas a medianratio (solidline) and as the slope
of the principal axis (dashedline) of the waveletcoefficients for T and S at 50 dbar. The right axis shows

displaysthe joint probability densityfunctions(PDFs)
of aZk0 and •AS for wavelengthsof 20 m, 100 m, I km,
and 10 km. Thermohaline fluctuationstend to be larger
at long wavelengths:the amplitude of the wavelet coefficientsdecreasesby a factor of 4 between l0 km and
20 m. The joint PDFs have broad tails and peaked
centers. Compensationis nearly total for the strongest

values of density ratio/i•, while the left axis showsthe
correspondingvaluesof Turner angleTu. The principal
axis estimate of the density ratio is strongly influenced
by the strongest fronts and remains between 1.1 and
1.4. The median of the density ratio is near I at wavelengths down to 100 m. Below 100 m the median drops
suddenly and is 0.6 at a scale of 20 m.

fronts:

these are the extreme

events that

extend

out in

the tails along the compensationline aAO = •AS. At
small scalesthe cloudsof points are tilted at an angle
somewhat steeper than 1, so there is some departure

from compensation.The magnitudesof aA0 and
reported on the axes depend on the quality factor
For smaller Q the wavelet is lessselectivein wavenumber space, and the wavelet coefficientsare larger becausethey account for variability over a wider range of
wavenumbers. However, the shapesof the PDFs are independentof thesedetails,and usinga differentQ does
not change any of the results of this paper.
Joint PDFs of the thermohaline fluctuations empha-

perature and salinity wavelet coefficientsto zero. Being a quadratic measure,it is especiallysensitiveto the
largest fronts. The slope of the principal axis is a bit
larger than unity, between 1.1 and 1.4, for all scalesbe-

tween 20 m and 10 km (Figure 2). A secondmeasure
of the typical density ratio is the median ratio of the
wavelet coefficientsof temperature and salinity. The
median

is a robust

estimator

in the sense that

it is not

particularly sensitive to outliers. The median density
ratio is less than the slope of the principal axis at all

wavelengths(Figure 2) becausesmall changesof temperature and salinity are lesscorrelatedthan are large
ones.The medianis closeto I at largescalesand drops
temperature and salinity fronts cluster near the origin abruptly at wavelengthssmallerthan 100 m.
and are not as well compensatedas large ones;that is,
The PDFs of the Turner angle help to interpret the
the red clouds in the center of the contour plots are differencesbetween the median density ratio and the
not as elongated as the blue tails. The distinction be- slopeof the principalaxis (Figure 3). ThesePDFs have
tween the two populationsis especiallyevident at scales a single mode at R between 1 and 1.6 at all scalesbesmaller than 100 m. A blowup of the central region of tween 20 m and 10 km. The slopeof the principal axis
the joint P DF for a wavelengthof 20 rn demonstrates and the mode differ at most by 0.3 (if the statisticsof
that the ratio of the major to the minor axis of the the wavelet coefficientsaAO and •AS were Gaussian,
cloud of points approaches1 for the weakest fluctua- the two parameterswould coincide).The mediandentions (Plate 4): at short wavelengthscompensationis sity ratio is close to the slope of the principal axis at
not ubiquitous but is a feature of the strongestfronts. scaleslarger than 100 m because,at thesescales,fronts
size the distinction between typical fronts, in the center
of the P DFs, and extreme fronts, in the tails. Typical

A consideration

of two different measures of the den-

sity ratio is used to show how/i• varies with scale and
frontal strength. One measureof the density ratio for
a given wavelength is the slope of the principal axis
of the joint PDFs shown in Plate 3. The principal
axis is found by setting the covariancebetweentern-

are typically compensated. At scalessmaller than 100 m

a largefraction of temperatureand salinity fluctuations
are poorly correlated and are as likely to assumeany
value of density ratio. Therefore the P DFs are composed of a uniform distribution, due to uncorrelated
weak T-S fluctuationsand a peak due to few cornpen-
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Figure 3. Probability densityfunctionsof the Turner angle for measurementsalong 50 dbar at

wavelengths
of (a) 10 km, (b) 1 km, (c) 100m and (d) 20 m. The dashedand the dotted linesare
the slope of the principal axis and the median R of the wavelet coe•cients of temperature and

salinityat that wavelength.The distributionshavea singlemodebetween1 and 1.6 (within 0.3
of the slopeof the principal axis). The numberof pointsin the tails increasessuddenlyat scales
smaller than 100 m, indicating the presenceof numerousuncorrelatedthermohalinefluctuations.

sated strong fronts. The flattening of the PDFs is reflected in the suddendrop of the median density ratio.
Uncertainties in the estimated horizontal density ratio have a number of different causes. Standard errors,

the two sensorsare independent).This estimateof the
noise is likely an overestimate becauseit includesinstrumental errors as well as real thermohaline variability at
scales smaller than the distance between the two sets of

calculatedwith a bootstrapmethod [Efron, 1982],are sensors(72 cm). The sensitivityof estimatesof the den• 0.004 for the median density ratio and • 0.01 for sity ratio to this noiseis addressedby performingthe
the slope of the principal axis. Statistical uncertainties in these estimates are relatively small because of
the large amount of data. Errors due to contamination of the data from profiling vertical stratification and

from instrumental noiseare more difficult to quantify.
The effect of variability introduced by the vertical displacementsof the SeaSoaris addressedby repeating
the calculationsof the density ratio on a subsetof data
obtained at crossingsof the 50 dbar surface.Crossings
are computedby linearly interpolating T and •qbetween
measurements 1 s apart that crossthe pressuresurface.
The density ratio is estimated at each wavelength by

wavelet analysis on data with a constant density ratio
at all scales,corrupted with the signalsobtained from
the differences of the two sets of sensors. Monte Carlo
show that the effect of this noise is null on

simulations

the slope of the principal axis and 0.1 on the median
R, even at the smallest scales. Therefore both profiling of vertical stratification and instrumental noisecan
be excluded as explanations for the sudden drop of the
median R at wavelengthsshorter than 100 m.
The ubiquitous presenceof compensatedthermohaline gradients supports recent theoretical ideas on the

horizontaldynamicsof the mixedlayer. Young[1994]

using all differencesof temperature and salinity avail- andFerrari and Young[1997]suggest
that mixingdriven
able for separations within 10% of that wavelength. by density gradientsis more effectivethan mixing that
The median R and the slope of the principal axis re- homogenizesboth the thermal and haline components
main within 0.06 of the values shown in Figure 2, at indiscriminately; that is, the mixed layer mixes horizonall wavelengths. Therefore the vertical displacements tally in sucha way that densitygradientsare dissipated,
of the SeaSoar have a small effect on estimates of R.
while compensatedtemperatureand salinity gradients
Variability due to instrumental error is modeled as the persist. A horizontal diffusivity equal for temperature
difference between the T and •q measurements of the
and salinity but dependent on horizontal density gradi-

two setsof sensors
mountedon the SeaSoar(dividedby. ent reproduces this behavior.

x/• underthe assumption
that instrumental
noisesin

Measurements show that temperature and salinity
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Plate 3.

Joint probability density functionsof the wavelet coefficientsof potential temperature

c•A0 and salinity •AS at wavelengthsof (a) 10 km, (b) 1 km, (c) 100 m and (d) 20 m for
measurementsalong 50 dbar. The dashedblack lines have a slopeof 1. The points in the tails of
the distributions are elongatedalong the slope of 1, indicating a tendency for large gradients to
cancel each other in their effect on density. The shape of the distributions, extremely peaked in
the centerand with longtails, suggeststhat the horizontalstructureof the mixed layer is formed
by relatively few strong density-compensatedfronts separatedby regionsof weak thermohaline
variability.
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Plate 5. Wavelet scalogramsof spicealong50 dbar in the mixed layer. (a) Spicesca.logram
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in Plate 2c, for wavelengthsbetween2 km and 10 m. The black crossesare twice the squareroots
of the secondmomentsof the wavelet fitnctionssquaredin location and wavelengthdomainsand
indicate the resolution of the analyzing wavelet. Resolutionin spaceand in wavelengthincrease
toward the top (note that the vertical axis is logarithmic). High valuesin the scalogramindicate
regionsof strong spicegradients. High and low valuesshowup in vertical stripes and imply that
small-scalegradients tend to be particularly large at large-scalefronts.
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Plate 6. Waveletscalograms
of potentialdensityalong50 dbarin the mixedlayerfor the
samesectionsshownin Plate 5. The spectrallevelsof potentialdensityare a coupleof orders

of magnitude
smallerthanthoseof spice,indicating
that mostof the temperature
andsalinity
varianceis compensated
Variabilitypeaksin the samelocationat all wavelengths
asfor spice.
Bandsof highvariabilityappearat wavelengths
shorterthan 100m, showing
that compensation
is not as typical at those scales.
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fronts tend to be compensated at all scales between
100 m and 10 kin. At scalesbelow 100 m, compensation
dependson frontal strength, as shownby the difference
in the median /i• and the slope of the principal axis;

that is, strongfronts tend to be more compensatedthan
weak fronts. The decreasein the median density ratio
reflects a changein the thermohaline dynamicsof the
mixed layer. The dominant turbulent eddies that stir
the mixed layer have an aspect ratio close to 1 and a
size closeto 100 m (the depth of the mixed layer in the
regionof the survey). These turbulent eddiesmay be
Langmuir cells, driven by wind and surface waves, or
convectioncells, driven by negative buoyancyfluxes at
the surface. The processof slumpingand mixing is valid
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a variable is usually defined to increasefor hot and salty

water and has cometo be namedspice(Veronis[1972]
introducedthisvariable,and Munk[1981]usedthe word
spiciness). For small fluctuationsof temperature and
salinity, spice variations Ar are defined as the thermohaline variations locally orthogonalto density in a
plane rescaled with the local expansion coefficients,

The

differences

A0

and AS

are calculated

over some

spatial interval, and the expansion coefficients,c• and

•, are averagedover the same interval. A global definition of spice is necessarywhen analyzing large ther-

only at scaleslargerthan the turbulenteddyscale [Fer- mohalinefluctuations [ Veronis,1972;Jackettand Mcrari and Young,1997]. At smallerscalesthe relation- Dougall,1985]. Forthe purposeof this papera localdefship between temperature and salinity can break down
in the absenceof strong density gradientsbecausemechanical stirring homogenizestemperature and salinity
anomalies indiscriminately and does not select any particular density ratio. On the other hand the strongest
density fronts slump under the action of gravity at all
scales, and T-$ compensationis seen for the largest
gradients down to 20 m.

3.2. Wavelength and Location Dependence of
Mixed Layer Thermohaline Variability

inition is preferable becausespiceis usedto characterize
thermohalinevariability over a T-S range for which the
equation of state for seawater is approximately linear.
The distribution of spice and potential density variability in locationand wavelengthis givenby the squared
magnitudes of the wavelet coefficients,hereinafter referred to as a wavelet scalogram. Wavelet coefficients

are computedas discussedin section3.1 (waveletcoefficients of spice are the sum of wavelet coefficientsof

temperature and salinity in density units). The normalization

of the coefficients

used in this section en-

Measurementsalong 50 dbar are analyzed to inves- suresthat the integral of the wavelet scalogramsacross
tigate the distribution of thermohaline variability as a all wavelengthsand all latitudes gives the total spice
function of wavelengthand location. Surfacefluxes and and potential density variance. The waveletscalograms
entrainment
create horizontal
thermohaline
anomalies
are in units of density squaredper unit wavelength,per
in the mixed layer. In section 3.1, the analysis showed unitdistance;
that is, (kgm-a)2 m-2 (seeAppendix
B).
that the internal dynamics destroys temperature and Scalogramsare the result of an integral transform and
salinity gradients that happen to produce density gra- are analogousto periodogramscomputedwith a Fourier
dients. The goal in this sectionis to study the effect of transform. Spectra are statistical measuresof the disstirring of thermohalineanomaliesby horizontalflows, tribution of energy density as a function of wavelength
either geostrophicor wind driven. The hypothesisis and are obtained by averagingwavelet scalogramsover
that stirring cascadesthermohalinevariability down to all locations and Fourier periodogramsover wavelength
small scales,in a way similar to that describedby Batch- bands. The degreesof freedom of these estimates deelor [1959]for a passivetracer advectedby a homoge- pend on the number of wavelengthsover which the average is carried. In wavelet analysisthis value is set by
neous and isotropic velocity field.
Horizontal profilesof temperature and salinity along the quality factor Q. Wavelets are therefore appropriate
50 dbar are extremely intermittent. A systematic ex- for this study becauseby maintaining Q constantthey
amination of succeedingenlargementsof the profilesin trade off resolutionin wavelengthfor resolutionin locaPlate 2a reinforcesthe impressionthat T and S are typ- tion as needed to resolve the details of the thermohaline
ically uniform, except in confinedregionswhere they signalsat different wavelengths.
change abruptly. These abrupt changesform frontal
The scalogramof spicealong50 dbar for wavelengths
regionscharacterizedby fluctuationson all scalesfrom between 100 km and 500 m is plotted in Plate 5a. The
several kilometers down to 10 meters. Suitable analysis first 20 km of the tow are not included in Plate 5a betools are now discussedfor determining and interpret- causetuning the control system of the SeaSoarto foling the correlationsof thermohalinevariability between low accurately the isobar took slightly over an hour.
different scales.
The two confined regionswith high spice energy denTemperature and salinity are strongly coherentin the sity at scaleslarger than 10 km correspondto the two
mixed layer. Therefore an analysisof thermohaline vari- largest frontal regionsvisible in Plate 2a, one between
ability in terms of T and S would be quite redundant. 29 ø and 30øN and the other between 32 ø and 33øN.
Working with potential density and a state variable de- The scalogramsare characterizedby vertical stripesof
fined to be sensitiveonly to fluctuations of temperature high variability at all scalesseparated by regionswhere
and salinity along isopycnalsis more convenient.Such variability is 6 to 7 orders of magnitude smaller. Only
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in the presenceof a large-scalegradient do appreciable 4.
thermohaline

fluctuations

at small scales exist.

If the

wavelet scalogramis averagedover regionsof high variability, spectra are white as a function of wavelength.
The sameis true for regionswith low variability, but the
spectral levels are much smaller. Spectra flat as a function of wavelength1 are red as a function of wavenumber k becausevariability per unit wavelengthis equiva-
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OCEAN

Gradients

in the

Upper Thermocline
Measurements along a shallow isobar in the mixed
layer have been used to show that lateral changesin
temperature and salinity are largely compensatedon
scales from

20 m to l0 kin.

This

result

cannot

hold

in the waters of the thermocline where density differ-

lent to variabilityper unit wavenumber
timesk-2. The encesdue to temperature exceeddensity differencesdue
spectral slopeholds all the way down to scalesof l0 m.
A blow-up of the spice scalogram shown in the lower
panel of Plate 5b visually demonstratesthat high variability becomesmore intermittent at small scalesand is
localized in the same regionsfrom wavelengthsof kilometers

down to meters.

The wavelet scalogramof potential density at wavelengthslongerthan 100 m showspatternssimilarto that
of spice,but the energylevelsare a coupleof ordersof

to salinity to produce the observed density stratification. Data along the 200 dbar isobar and along the

24.8kg m-a and 25.5kg m-a isopycnals
are nowused
to investigate the T-$ relationship of the upper thertoocline and to describe the changesin thermohaline
variability acrossthe base of the mixed layer.

4.1. Thermohaline Variability
in the Upper Thermocline

Along an Isobar

magnitudesmaller(Plate 6). Sucha differencebetween
An accurate measurementof both temperature and
spice and potential density variability indicates that salinity on varying horizontal scalesin the thermocline
large thermohaline fluctuations are typically compen- has been the goal of severalstudiesin the past. For insated in the mixed layer. Potential density variability of stance,Mack [1989]and Duganet al. [1992]reporton
a smaller section of data illustrates that compensation towed chain measurementsof temperature and conducbeginsto fail at scalesshorter than 100 m and density tivity, Magnell [1976]and Ga.•,-'j and Schmitt[1982]
fluctuations become comparable to compensatedT-$

show data

from

horizontal

•f •s.

These

studies focus

fluctuations(Plates 5b and 6b). Breakingof compen- on variability on scalesof cm to 100 m. Notably,
sation at scales shorter than 100 is consistent with the
$amelsonand Paulson[19,',8]studiedlargerscalesusresults obtained in the analysisof the density ratio.
ing a 1400 km tow of a thermistor chain, but the only
Colocated variability at different scalesis observed salinity data are from the surfaceand are, of necessity,
both in spice and in potential density scalograms;the
mechanismresponsiblefor this colocationdoesnot dis-

heavily smoothed becausethey derive from ship's intake. During the Spice experiment both temperature
tinguish between active (density) and passive(spice) and salinity were measuredin the thermocline on horiscalars. The signature of large-scalefronts at small zontal scales from 4 m to • 1100 kin.
scalesis likely to be generatedby geostrophicand windProfiles of potential temperature, salinity, and podriven velocity fields that horizontally stir the mixed tential density are shown in Plate 7 for a tow along
layer. Stirring producessmall scalefluctuationsonly at 200 dbar, an isobar chosen to remain well beneath the
large-scaleT and $ fronts, where there is thermohaline base of the mixed layer at all latitudes. Every density
structure to be stirred. In regionswith strong temper- fluctuation due to temperature is opposedby a smaller
ature and salinity anomaliesthe velocity field transfers one due to salinity at all observed scales down to 10
the high variability downto the scalesof dissipation.In m, the smallest scales visible in Plate 7d. The conregionswith little thermohalinestructurethe processis trol system maintained the vehicle within an RMS of
analogous,but the variability transferred is orders of 0.4 dbar from the pressuresurfaceof 200 dbar and contamination of horizontal temperature and salinity meamagnitude smaller.
The structure of the temperature and salinity fields, surementsby the vertical excursionsof the SeaSoaris
composedof frontal zones with large gradients sepa- minor (Figure 4). Plate 7d and Figure 4d offer visual
rated by regionsof small gradients, is characteristicof evidence that the measured T-$ profiles describe real
passivescalarsadvected by a stirring field. The PDFs horizontal variability. During the time shown in that
of the wavelet coefficientsfor T and $ depart strongly section the control system performed worsethan usual,
from Gaussians and develop exponential tails at small and the vertical displacementsare quite large; yet the
scales.The kurtosisgoesfrom a nearly Gaussianvalue fronts in temperature and salinity are not correlated
of 4 at 10 km to values in excessof 80 at 20 m. Qualita- with pressure.Only in regionsof weak horizontalthertively similar distributionsare predictedfor fluctuations mohaline variability, vertical fluctuations contaminate
of passivescalarsadvected by a random velocity field the T-S horizontal profiles. Measurementsof pressure
are used to eliminate this undesiredsignal. First, ver[Sinaiand Yakhot,1989;Danaila et al., 1999].
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Figure 4. Pressurefluctuationsmeasuredby the SeaSoarduring the isobar tow at 200 dbar.
Pressureis not correlated with the thermohaline fields, proving that the strong fronts in Plate 7
are not due to profiling vertical stratification but reflect true horizontal variability. In this section
the SeaSoar was towed from north to south, and the large excursionsbetween 33.3ø and 35øN
occurredwhile tuning the controlsystem.After this first transientthe RMS pressurefluctuations
were 0.4 dbar.

tical T and $ gradients are computed as that part of
T and $ that is correlated with pressureon sectionsof

north of 33.3øN are not used in the analysisbecauseat
the beginningof this southwardgoingtow the controller
250 s (-• 1 km in length). Then, the signalproducedby was not tuned yet and vertical oscillationsof the Seapressureexcursionsthrough the estimated vertical gra- Soar were quite large (Figure 4). The joint PDFs are
dients is subtracted from the measurements of T and S.
in the form of cloudselongatedalong a slope slightly
This correction removes the effect of vertical stratificasteeper than 2, indicating a tendency for density varition averagedover a horizontalscaleof I kin. Contam- ations due to temperature to exceeddensity variations
ination due to changesin stratification over horizontal due to salinity by a factor of -• 2. The correlation bescales of < i km and vertical scales of < 0.4 m is not
tween the wavelet coefficientsof T and $ is extremely
eliminated.
tight at scales> i kin. At smaller scalesan increasing
Wavelet coefficientsof temperature and salinity are number of coefficients cluster in a circular cloud near
calculatedfor wavelengthsbetween 20 m and 10 kin, the origin. The PDFs becomethe superpositionof two
and their joint PDFs are displayed in Plate 8. Data different populations: the large thermohalinegradients
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study how compensation varies with scale and frontal
strength. The slope of the principal axis of the joint
P DFs is nearly constant at 2.4 for scalesbetween 10 km
and 40 m but decreasesslightly at smaller scalesto be-

let

come1.8 at 20 m (Figure5). The medianR is lessthan
the slopeof the principalaxis at all wavelengths(Figure 5), becausesmall fluctuationsof T and S are less
correlatedthan large ones. The median is closeto 2.2
at large scales,starts decreasingat wavelengthssmaller
than -• 300 m, and drops abruptly below 50 m. The
PDFs of the Turner angle have a single mode within

103

102

..... '1040

Wavelength(m)

Figure 5.

Density ratio at 200 dbar as a function of

wavelengthcomputedas a medianratio (solidline) and
as the slope of the principal axis (dashedline). The
principal axis estimate of the density ratio is greatly
influenced by the strongestfronts and remains nearly
constant

at 2.4 for scales between

10 km

and 80 m.

At smaller scalesit decreasesslightly. The median of
the density ratio is near 2.2 at wavelengthslarger than
500 m. At shorter wavelengthsit drops and is 0.4 at
20 m.

0.1 of the principal axis at all wavelengths,provingthat
typical salinity gradients opposetemperature stratification (Figure 6). At scalesof 100 and 20 m, a large
Ëaction of uncorrelated weak temperature and salinity
gradients fills the tails of the PDFs and consequently
the peaks decrease.This changein shapeof the PDFs
is captured by the drop in the median R at small scales.
Uncertainties in the estimates of the density ratio are
now investigated. Standard errors, calculated with a
bootstrap method, are < 0.005 for the median density
ratio and < 0.05 for the slope of the principal axis. Errors due to contamination

of the data

from

the ver-

tical motion of the SeaSoar are not significant, as is
proved by calculating the density ratio on a subset of
data obtained by interpolating T and $ on crossings

in the tails, characterizedby a tight correlation,and the of the 200 dbar surface. Both the median R and the
weak gradientsin the center, for which the the correla- slope of the principal axis remain at all scaleswithin
tion is quite poor.
0.1 of the valuesshownin Figure 5. Instrumental error,
The median density ratio and the slope of the prin- estimated with the same Monte Carlo technique used
cipal axis of the thermohaline gradients are used to for the analysis of the 50 dbar tow, explains 50% of
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opposepartly thosedue to temperature. At smallscalesthe correlationis not as tight as at large
scales.
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Waveletscalogram
of spicealongthe 25.5 kg m-3 isopycnal.Spicevariabilityis

typically an order of magnitude smaller along this isopycnalthan along 200 dbar. High bursts of
variability appear at all length scalesin the same locations.
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Plate 11.

Waveletscalogramof spicealongthe 24.8 kg m-3 isopycnalbetween25ø and

31.5øN. North of 31.5øN, i.e. to the right of the dashed vertical line, no more water of density

24.8 kg m-3 is foundand the scalogram
of spiceis measuredalongthe 50 dbar isobar. The
isopycnal
24.8 kg m-3 sitsat the baseof the mixedlayerfor latitudesbetween25ø and 28.8øN
and then crossesinto the mixed layer. At 31.5øN the isopycnaloutcrops.Spice variability along
the isopycnalis lower in the thermoclinethan in the mixed layer. Stripinessin the scalogramis
more evident for measurementsin the mixed layer, both along the isopycnaland the isobar.
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Plate 12. Potential temperature versussalinity for measurementscollectedbetweenthe surface
and 300 m by profilingalonga sawtoothpattern. The axesfor potential temperatureand salinity
are scaledby the thermal and haline expansioncoefficientscalculatedfor the averagetemperature

and salinity. Thermohalinevariabilityis mostlyalongisopycnals
in the mixedlayer (red points)
and developsa diapycnalcomponentat depth (greenand blue points).

the drop at scalesshorter than 50 m in the principal
axis and the median

R.

This

noise affects estimates

of density ratio in the thermocline more than in the
mixed layer because the variance of the difference be-

from hydrographic stations, while the present analysis
useshorizontal profiles. The density ratio is the same
over vertical

and horizontal

sections because thermoha-

line gradientsare much larger acrossthan along isopycnals in the strongly stratified waters of the thermocline.
times larger at 200 dbar than at 50 dbar. This increase Therefore, as long as the profilesintersectisopycnalsurin variancecan be due to the degradedperformanceof faces, the density ratio measuredis diapycnal. At horthe control system and the sensorsat depth as well as izontal scalesshorter than --•300 m, the SeaSoar does
to real variability on scalesshorter than the separation not crossisopycnalsas often as at large scales.The diof the sensors. Separating the relative contribution of apycnal density ratio is still closeto 2, as shown by the
these sourcesof variability is not possibleand part of principal axis, but the median R drops becausethe horthe loss in T-S correlation at small scales could be an
izontal profilesare characterizedby numerousregionsof
artifact of the measurementprocedure.
weak and uncorrelated temperature and salinity gradiThe horizontal density ratio in the thermocline is not ents. Mixing generatedby breakinginternal wavesand
I becauseinternal wavesand geostrophiceddiesdisplace shear instabilities is a likely cause of patches of uniisopycnalsurfacesin the vertical and create horizontal form temperature and salinity with horizontal scalesof
density gradients. Every time the SeaSoar crossesa hundreds of meters and vertical scales of a few meters
tilted isopycnal, the sensorsmeasure a density differ- [Mack, 1989].
ence due to temperature that is twice and opposite to
4.2. Thermohaline Variability Along and
that due to salinity. This is consistentwith previous
Across Isopycnals in the Upper Thermocline
tween measurements

from the two sets of sensors is 3

observations[Schmittand Evans,1978]that mostT-S

relationships of the upper thermocline in the subtropical oceansare described by a density ratio between 2
and 3. Schmitt and Evans studied vertical T-S profiles

Distributions

of heat and salt in the ocean thermo-

cline depend on mixing and stirring along and across
density surfaces. In the past the focus has been on
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lar to thosemeasured
along25.5 kg m-•, but a clear

cline, which is dominated by diapycnalgradients. Dur- sequenceof regionsof high and low spicevariabilitycaning the Spiceexperiment, T-$ measurementswere col- not be seen. When the isopycnalemergesin the mixed
lected along isobars and isopycnalsand provided an layer, between 28.8ø and 31.5øN, spice variability inideal data set to contrast the thermohaline
structure
creasesand spectral levelstend to peak in the samelocations at all wavelengths.North of 31.5øN, water of denalong and acrossisopycnals.
The wavelet scalogramof spicealong 200 dbar shows sity 24.8 kg m-• is no longerpresentand the SeaSoar
the distribution of thermohalinevariability alongan iso- is towed along the 50 dbar surface.The changesin the
bar in the thermocline for wavelengthsbetween 500 m wavelet scalogramreflect the changesin the processes
and 100 km in the latitude range between 25ø and that create thermohaline anomalies. At the base of the
35øN (Plate 9). The 200 dbar scalogramlooks very mixed layer the velocityfield is partly acrossisopycnals
different from that along 50 dbar in the mixed layer becauseof strong ageostrophiccurrents, and diapycnal
(Plate 5). Spice variability along 200 dbar is spread mixing is strong. As a result, the spicescalogramalong
uniformly through all wavelengthsand locations,while 24.8kg m-• is not asstripyasthat along25.5kg m-3.
in the mixed layer bands of high variability are sepa- Spectral levelsof spiceare higher when the isopycnalis
rated by relatively calm regions. In the thermoclinethe in the mixed layer than when it descendsin the thermointernal wavefield displacessurfacesof constantdensity cline, which can be interpreted as evidence that spice
at all latitudes and wavelengths. Thus horizontal pro- is consumedby mixing processes
acting on temperature
files of temperature and salinity are dominated by the and salinity patterns as the isopycnalpenetrate in the
diapycnalgradientscreatedby the tilting of isopycnals. thermocline. The scalogramof spiceis more energetic
in the
The spectrum of potential density is at all wavelengths and lessstripyalongthe 24.8kg m-• isopycnal
within a factor of 2 of the empirical Garrett-Munk pre- mixed layer than along the 50 dbar isobar. Some of

along24.8kg m-3 is probably
dictionfor internalwaves [Garrett and Munk, 1975]. the variabilityobserved
Potential density and spicespectra are both red with a
slopeof-2, but spectrallevelsfor spiceare 8 to 10 times
larger. This disparity in energylevelsis a result of the
competing effectsof temperature and salinity on density; if temperature and salinity were perfectly correlated with a density ratio of 2, the spicevariancewould
be 9 times the density variance.

Towing the SeaSoaralong isopycnalsurfacesfilters
out the internal wave variability. The wavelet scalo-

introduced by the erratic path followed by the SeaSoar
in the attempt to track the poorly definedisopycnalin
the mixed layer.

5. Depth and Density Dependence of
Thermohaline Variability in the Upper
Ocean
Data from the 50 and 200 dbar tows demonstrate that

gramof spicealongthe isopycnal
25.5kg m-3, shown thermohalinegradientsare stronglycoherentoverhoriin Plate 10, is different from that along 200 dbar, even zontal scaleslarger than 20 m. In the mixed layer, temthough the two surfacesspanthe samewatersfor most perature and salinity gradients are correlated so that
of the tows.Along25.5kg m-3 energydensities
areat they tend to compensatein their effect on density. In
least an order of magnitude smaller, and variability is the upper thermocline, density gradients due to temintermittent: stripes of high energy at all wavelengths perature are twice as large but oppositeto those due to
are separatedby relatively uniform regions.This struc- salinity. The goal of this sectionis to usedata collected
ture is similar to that seenat 50 dbar in the mixed layer. along a sawtooth pattern to study how the T-S relaIn both cases the colocation of thermohaline variabiltionship changeswith depth between the surface and
ity at differentwavelengthsis createdby stirring fields 320 m.
The data collectedby profilingalonga sawtoothpatthat are horizontal in the mixed layer and along isopycnals in the thermocline, where the dynamicsare mostly tern are averagedinto binsof 12 min in time (equivalent
geostrophic.Horizontaltows in the thermoclinedo not to a horizontal resolutionof • 3 km) by 8 m in depth
show these colocationsbecausethe diapycnal gradients as discussedin section2. A diagram of potential temdue to the tilting of isopycnalsare larger than those perature versussalinity for all binned data showsthat
thermohaline variability is mostly along isopycnalsin
generated by stirring along isopycnals.
A tow alongthe 24.8kg m-3 isopycnal
helpsto ad- the mixed layer and develops a diapycnal component
dress the question of how the thermohaline structure only at depth (Plate 12). The density-compensated
observedin the mixed layer is modified as waters are variability observedin the upper 100 m of the ocean is
subducted in the thermocline. This isopycnalsits right reducedat depth, as proved by the reducedspreading
at the baseof the mixed layer from 25ø to 28.8øN, where of points along denserisopycnals.
The visual description of compensationoffered by
it crossesinto the mixed layer (shallowjagged white
line in Plate 1). The scalogramof spicealongthis tow Plate 12 can be quantified in terms of spice variance
is composedof three differentregions(Plate 11). Be- along different isopycnals. Temperature and salinity
tween 25ø and 28.8øN the isopycnal meanders at the data are binned in a two-dimensional array of 12 min
base of the mixed layer. The spectral levels are simi- in time by 0.05 kg m-3 in density. Spicevarianceis
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Figure 7. (a) Spicevariancealongeachpotentialdensitysurfacethat spansthe wholerange
of 10ø in latitude. (b) Spicevariance(solidline)andpotentialdensityvariance(dashedline) as
a functionof depth. As a functionof density,spicevariabilitydecreases
alongdeeperisopycnals,
while as a functionof depth, it reachesits maximranat depthscrossedby the baseof the mixed
layer. Density varianceis smaller than spicevarianceat all depths.

computedseparatelyfor each density bin as

-

(0>)+

(s))

,

where averagesare carried over all points in a density
class and the expansion coefficientsc• and • are computed for the averagetemperature and salinity. Spice
variance decreasesmonotonically as a function of density (Figure 7a). Isopycnalsthat either outcropat the
surfaceor sink below320 m are omittedfrom Figure 7a,
becausea comparisonof total varianceis meaningful
only for surfacesthat span the samelatitude range. A
reductionof spicevariability with increasingdensityis
expected becausedenserisopycnalsare subductedby
the wind-drivencirculationat higher latitudes [Tal-

isobarsthan alongisopycnalsbecausehorizontalprofiles
includeboth along-isopycnal
and diapycnalvariability
when surfacesof constant density are tilted. Further
insight is gained by comparingspiceand potential density variance as a function of depth. Spice variance is
much larger than potential densityvariancein the upper 2150m of the water columnbecausesalinity opposes
temperaturegradients(Figure 7b). At depth, spiceand
densityvariancesbecomecomparable.The deeperportion of the sawtoothprofileis belowthe surfacesalinity
maximum, and there salinity stratification is too weak
to contrast temperature.

The degree of thermohaline compensationcan be
quantified by computing the density ratio from data
gridded as a function of depth. Wavelet coefficientsof
lest,1985]and haveexperienced
dissipationfor a longer temperatureand salinityare calculatedat a wavelength
time.
of 10 km, separately for each depth, using a Motlet
Spicevariancecomputedfrom data griddedas a func- mother
wavelet
withO - x/•r. Thehorizontal
spacing
tion of depth does not decreasemonotonically with of the griddeddata is 3 km, and a smallO is necessary
to
depth (Figure 7b). The largestspicevariabilityis in resolveproperly the wigglesof the wavelet over 10 km.
the depth rangeoccupiedby the baseof the mixed layer, The two measuresof densityratio, medianR and slope
between 100 and 150 m, where both temperature and of the principal axis, help to understand how the T-S
salinity changeabruptly. Spicevarianceis larger along relation varies with depth. Both measuresestimate a
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Figure 8. Horizontaldensityratio as a functionof depth computedfrom data collectedprofiling
alonga sawtoothpattern betweenthe surfaceand 320 m. (c) The densityratio, estimatedas the
median R (solid line) and as the slopeof the principalaxis (dashedline) of waveletcoefficients
for a wavelengthof 10 kin. To emphasizethe sharp changein density ratio acrossthe baseof the
mixed layer, scatterplots of the wavelet coefficientsof potential temperature and salinity, each
multiplied by the respectiveexpansioncoefficients,
are shownseparatelyfor measurements
(a)

in the mixedlayerand(b) in the thermocline.
The mixedlayerbaseis definedby a 0.1 kg m-3
differencefrom the shallowestmeasurement. Scatter plots are elongatedalong a line of slope 1

in the mixed layer (dashedline), indicatinga tendencyfor compensation.In the thermoclinethe
scatterplotsare tilted along a steeperline in agreementwith a densityratio closeto 2, shownas
a dashed line of slope 2.

density ratio of 1 in the mixed layer and between 2 and

3 in the upper thermocline(Figure 8c). The sharptran-

The increaseof density ratio with depth is sharper in
the slope of the principal axis than in the median R. In
the range of depths between 100 and 150 m the hori-

sition between the two valueshappensacrossthe baseof
the mixed layer, which spansthe depth range between zontal thermohaline gradientsare a combinationof two
100 and 150 m (Plate 1). Scatterplotsof the wavelet different populations: compensatedfronts in the mixed
coefficientsof temperature and salinity separately for layer and the horizontal projection of diapycnalfronts in
measurementsabove and below the mixed layer empha- the upper thermocline. The slopeof the principal axis is
size how abrupt the transition between the two water extremely sensitiveto the large diapycnalgradients,and
massesis (the baseof the mixed layer is definedby a its value shifts to 2 at 100 m in responseto a few sub0.1 kg m-3 densitydifference
from the shallowest
mea- mixed-layer gradients. The median R increasesgradu-

surement). The points in the scatterplotsare closeto

ally from 1 to 2 in the 100-150m range, as the fraction

a slope of 1 in the mixed layer and tilted at a steeper of thermohalinegradientssampledfrom the thermocline
angle in the thermocline(Figures8a and 8b). Despite grows and eventually outnumbers the mixed layer graexchangesof waters by entrainment and detrainment dients. For depths between 150 and 250 m the slope of
the principal axis is slightly larger than the median R
between the mixed layer and the thermocline the T-S
becausenorth of 32.5øN the stratification is weak, and
structure in the two layers is very different.
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haline gradients are not as well correlated with temperature fluctuations; these weak density fronts reduce
the median but do not affect the principal axis. Below
250 m the two estimators drift apart becausethey respond differently to the weak salinity stratification at
depth.
The density ratio evolvesfrom 1 to 2 acrossthe base

their joint effect on density at all scales smaller than
10 km, roughly the local Rossby radius of deformation
computed acrossthe base of the mixed layer. At these
scalestile thermohaline structure is likely to be independent of geographical location. Analysis of SeaSoar data
from the Subduction experiment in the winter mixed
layer of the subtropical North Atlantic confirms that
of the mixed layer, and spiceis reducedalongdeeper T-S fronts are typically compensatedon the horizontal
isopycnals. This does not imply that the T-S relation- scales of a few kilometers resolved in this experiment
is therefore
ship is any tighter in the thermoclinethan in the mixed [Rudnickand Luyten,1996].Compensation
layer. The oppositeis actually true. In the mixed layer to be expected in all mixed layers if vertical mixing is
the T-S diagramis collapsedalongan isopycnal,while strong enough to mix away slumping isopycnals,as in
at depth the T-S points are quite spread b•t the ther- midlatitudes during winter. The horizontal structure
of mixed layers in other seasons,when mixing is weak,
mohaline variability along isopycnalsis reduced.
might be substantially different. Finally, the small density changeson scaleslarger than 10 km are likely to
6. Discussion
and Conclusions
be special to the region of the North Pacific under conThe Spice experiment has revealed the thermohaline sideration.Hautala and Roeromich
[1998]find that the
structure of the upper oceanon a wide range of scales. waters subducted from tile surfacemixed layer sampled
Measurements along the 50 dbar isobar in the •nixed in the Spice experiment form a thick layer of constant
layer showthat temperature and salinity gradientson density at depth.
horizontal scalesof 20 •n to 10 km tend to compenThe present analysisshowsthat the mixed layer densate in their effect on density. This result contrasts sity ratio is typically 1 at scales shorter than 10 km,

with the structure measuredat 200 dbar in the upper
thermoclineon the samerange of scaleswhere density
differencesdue to temperature are correlated with but
exceed density differencesdue to salinity by a factor
of • 2. A sawtooth profile showsthat the horizontal
density ratio increasesrapidly from 1 to 2 acrossthe
base of the mixed layer. Small-scaletemperature and
salinity gradients cluster around large-scalethermohaline fronts in the mixed layer along isobarsand in the
thermocline along isopycnals.The distribution of thermohaline variability in the seasonalthermocline is different along isobarsand isopycnals. Along isobarsit
is dominated by internal waves; along isopycnalsit is
dominated by geostrophicstirring. Spice variability is
reduced along deeper isopycnals.
In the mixed layer, horizontal temperature and salinity fronts tend to be compensatedat all scalesfrom tens

while Stommel[1993]and Chen [1995]found that at
basin scales the density ratio in the subtropics has a
mean close to 2. These results suggestthe hypothesis
that the density structure of the winter mixed layer is
step-like with regionsof/• = 1 separatedby sharp den-

sity fronts (as observednear the Azoresfrontal region
by Rudnickand Luyten[1996]).The large-scale
density
ratio is then other than unity becauseit measuresa few
noncompensatedfrontal zones, but most of the thermohaline structure is actually compensated. Observational
confirmation

of the existence of a staircase-like

T-S

re-

lationship requireshorizontal tows long enoughto cross
a number of strong density fronts.
The questionremainsas to what sustainsa large-scale
density ratio of • 2 in the world's oceans. External
surface forcing is certainly important: the meridional
gradient in heat flux dominatesthat of freshwaterflux,
of meters to tens of kilometers.
This can be rationaldriving the large-scaledensity ratio of the mixed layer
ized in terms of simple dynamics. Random atmospheric toward values larger than 1. However ,the ratio of heat
forcing and entrainment of thermocline waters intro- to freshwater fluxes is variable in large-scalemaps and
duce horizontal temperature and salinity gradientsin does not drive the mixed layer toward a constant denthe mixed layer. The subsequentslumpingof the heavy sity ratio of 2 [Schmittet al., 1989]. Apparently,the
fluid under light fluid togetherwith vertical mixing re- the large-scaledensity ratio is the result of the commoves any horizontal density differenceswhile leaving bined action of external forcing and internal dynamics
behind those temperature and salinity differencesthat of the ocean. An obvious direction of future research is
do not affect density. A horizontal diffusivity depen- to extend the nonlinear diffusion models discussedby
dent on the density gradient reproducesthis behavior Ferrari and Young[1997]to includeatmosphericforc[Ferrari and Young,1997],but the specificfunctional ing. The presenceof atmosphericfeedbackson thermal
dependence cannot be inferred from the measurements. anomalies, but not. salinity ones, might break the symThe mixing of horizontal densitygradientsis so efficient metry betweenT and S at large scales,as proposedby
that only its end consequences
are typically observed. Storereel[1993]in his "mixedlayer regulator"model,
An important, questionis whether the compensation and producea step-like mixed layer formedof compenseen in the mixed layer of the North Pacific subtrop- satedT-S gradientsseparatedby a few localizeddensity
ical gyre is representative of other oceans. Observa- fronts.
tions reveal that temperature and salinity balance in
The external forcing on the mixed layer is due to me-
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chanical stirring as well as buoyancyfluxes. The effect
of stirring on distributionsof temperature and salinity
is investigated using the wavelet transform. Wavelet
scalogramsshow that small-scale variability of spice
peaks around large-scalethermohaline fronts. Colocation of fronts at large and small scalesis interpreted as
evidencethat the velocity field cascadesspatial variabil-

surementsalong a sawtooth profile showedthat spiceis
indeed reduced along deeperisopycnals,which are subducted farther north from the region sampledand have
experiencedgeostrophicstirring for a longer time.
The results of the Spice experiment raise some interestingissuesfor numericalmodelingof the upper ocean.
The density-driven mixing active in the winter mixed
ity from largeto small scales [Klein and Hua, 1990]. layer is the result of isopycnal slumping and vertical
The T-S structure of the mixed layer is therefore the mixing on scalesof 100 m, but it createscompensation
result of various processes. Surface buoyancy fluxes on scales of 10 km. There are ocean circulation models
and entrainment
of thermocline
waters create horizonthat can resolve scalesof l0 kin. If some parameterital thermohaline anomalies. Stirring by geostrophic zation of density-driven mixing is not includedin these
and wind-driven velocity fields createstemperature and models, the horizontal structure of the mixed layer will
salinity gradients at small scales. The combinedaction resemblethe atmosphericforcing and will not be charof slumpingand mixing rapidly destroysdensitygradi- acterized by density-compensated structures. Further,
ents at small scales.
any inaccuracy in the horizontal structure of the mixed
Tows along 200 dbar and along a sawtooth profile layer is transported at depth along isopycnalsand afdemonstrate that the diapycnal density ratio in the wa- fects the overall T-S relation of the subtropical thermoters below the mixed layer is closeto 2. There are two clines.
conceivable explanations for the density ratio of 2 in
the upper thermocline. The first is that the density Appendix A' Calibration of the Sensors
ratio of 2 is set in the thermocline by double diffuThe Sea-Bird CTD probes measure temperature T

sion [Schmitt,1981, 1994, 1999]. The secondis that

and electrical conductivity C of seawater. Meaningful
small-scale salinity measurementsrequire temperature
transferred at depth as waters are subducted. Both
and conductivity sensorsthat are colocated and whose
mechanisms are likely to play a role and deserve atfrequencyresponseare matched over the scalesof intertention. The double-diffusiveprocessof salt fingering est. The consequences
of not meeting these conditions
is particularly active when the density ratio is near 1 are seen at regions of high gradients in temperature
but is ineffectiveat density ratios above 2. In the ther- and conductivity becauseartificially high or low values
moclinelow levelsof turbulence [Gregg,1989;Ledwell of salinity and density can appear in the measurements.
the large-scaledensity ratio of 2 in the mixed layer is

et al., 1993]allow doublediffusionto develop,and the This phenomenonis referredto as salinity spiking.Digdensity ratio of I is progressivelymodified as the mixed ital filters are applied to the time series to correct for
layer waters are subducted until a value of 2 is reached.
the mismatch causedby the differencein the sensorreIn addition, Stern [1967]showedthat fingeringinsta- sponsesand by the phaselag due to the physicalsepability is a strong spice consumer. Salt fingers cause
ration of the sensorsalong the tow direction.
warm salty anomalies to rise acrossisopycnals,because
The simplestmodel includesa time lag betweenconthey lose more salt than heat, and cold fresh anomalies
ductivity and temperature and an exponential relaxto sink acrossisopycnals,becausethey gain more salt
ationof temperatureto its true value [Horneand Toole,
than heat. The processcontinues until the anomalies
1980]. In mathematicalterms a set of two partial difdisappear and spice is eliminated.
ferential equations relates the temperature T and conThe alternative explanation of the T-S relation in the
ductivity C of a water parcel to the measuredTob8and
upper thermocline starts from the observation that the
Cobsat time t,
thermocline waters measured in the Spice experiment
have been recently subducted by the wind-driven convergenceof mixedlayerwatersat midlatitudes[Talley,
1985].ThereforeStommel's[1993]observation
that the

z(t)

=

•'T d• + To•8(t)

(A1)

large scale density ratio is -• 2 in the mixed layer of all

c(t)

=

Co•(t + % ),

(A2)

subtropicaloceanstogetherwith Iselin's [1939]result
that vertical profilesof temperature and salinity in the
subtropical thermocline are coincident with meridional
profilesin the winter mixed layer suggestthat the diapycnal structure of the mixed layer is transferred unaltered
at depth. In the thermocline, geostrophiccurrentstend
to follow isopycnals,and they stir those portions of the
temperature and salinity fields that are compensated.
The large spicegradientsproducedby stirring are eventually destroyed by mixing, leaving behind only the

and in Fourier space,

T(f)

-

A

C(f)

(1 - 27rif•%)Tos•(f)

(A3)

A

-

exp(-27rif•'c)Coss(f).

(A4)

T(f) and Tob•(f) are the Fourier transformsof the
true and the observedtemperatureprofiles,C(f) and
Cost(f) are the Fourier transformsof the true and
the observedconductivity profiles, and f is frequency.
noncompensated
T-S gradients[Storereel,
1962].Mea- Equations(A!)-(A4) providea relationshipbetweenthe
A

A
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true and observedspectra and are used to calibrate the

f (a,x)- •

measurements.

In order to obtain r T and rc, the conductivityof
seawateris assumedto be linearly related to temperature, with a much smaller dependenceon salinity, pressure, and higher-order temperature terms. The crossspectrum between Tob8and Cob8can therefore be approximated by

f (k);b:
(k)exp(-ikx)dk. (B2)

The intervals Ax and Ak, over which the integrandsin
(B1) and (B2) are significantlydifferentfrom zero, are
always such that the product Ax. Ak is bounded from
below(the valueof this lowerlimit dependson the exact
definitionsof Ax and Ak). This result is knownas the
Heisenberguncertainty principle in quantum physics.
The wavelet transform achievesa good compromisefor

l q-2•rifrT
(T•s(f)•o•s(f))-7
•',
exp(2•i
f%)I I•(f)l
2I ' (A5)

compactness in location and wavenumber with a basis

where ? - OC/OT and () denotesan ensembleaver- of analyzing functionsin the form of wave packetswith
1992;Farge,
age. The constantsr T and r e are determinedby fit- a finite spreadin both spaces[Daubechies,

ting the function2•rf% - arctan(2•rfrr) to the phase 1992;Holschneider,1995]. The tradeoffbetweencomof the observedcross-spectrum.The fit is done using pactness in x and k spaces is chosen to maintain the
only frequenciesbelow4 Hz becausethe signalbecomes sameresolution(number of oscillationsof the analyztoo noisy at higher frequencies. The values obtained ing function in Ax) at all wavenumbers.That is, the
are rT - 0.05 s and r e - 0.02 s along the sawtooth wavelengthof the oscillationincreasesproportionallyto
tow and r• - 0.08 s and r e - 0.01 s along the isobar the localizationin spaceAx sothat the analyzingfunctions maintain

a constant

number

of oscillations

for all

and isopycnaltows. The changein the time responseof
k.
the sensorsis a consequenceof the different properties
In mathematical
terms the continuous wavelet transof the flow during the various tows. True temperature
form
of
a
signal
f(x)
is definedas the integral transand conductivityspectraare reconstructedby applying
form
with
a
family
of
analyzingfunctions•p•,xo(X)=
the filters(1-2•rifrr) and exp(-2•rif%) to the Fourier

• ) andisgivenbythesetofcoefficients

transforms of To• and Co• low passed at 4 Hz. The

corrected temperature and salinity signals are finally
averagedin I s bins to obtain stable measurements.A
temporal resolution of 1 s correspondsto a spatial res-

olutionof 4 m at the cruisingvelocityof 4 m s-1.
No correction

is made for the effect of thermal

mass

f (1,Xo)-

f (x);b,,xo
(x)dx,

(B3)

where 1 is the scale parameter and x0 is the location

parameter. The functions•/,•o(X) are calledwavelets.
Changingthe valueof 1hasthe effectof dilating([/I > 1)
[1994]foundthat thermalmasscan causean offsetbeor contracting(Ill < 1) the function•p(x). Changingx0
tween T-$ curvesfor upward and downward casts. This
has the effect of analyzingthe signalf(x) at different
symptom is not seen in the data set analyzed here. In
positions.The normalizationfactorA(1) is arbitrary: in
fact the towing speed(and thereforethe flushingrate)
is
is 4 m s-1 and the verticalprofilingspeedis typically thispaperit iseither1/Ill or1/V/•. Thefirstchoice
usedin the analysisof the densityratio and guarantees
i m s-1 in the sawtoothtow, and substantiallyless
in the responseof the conductivity cell. Morison et al.

in the isobar and isopycnaltows, and therefore thermal
masseffectsare expectedto be smallerthan in the study
referenced, where vertical velocities were substantially
higher.

Appendix

B' The Wavelet

Transform

Frequently in oceanographyintegral transformsare
usedto relate a signalf(x) to a basisof analyzingfunct:•ons•a (x),

f (a, x) -

f (x');b:(x' - x)dx'.

that the wavelet transform has unit gain. The second
choiceis used to compute scalogramsand ensuresthat
the integral of the wavelettransformin wavelengthand
location givesthe total energy.
The function •p(x), calledthe mother wavelet,must
satisfy two requirements: (1) it must be compactin
location and wavenumber space; that is, Ax and Ak
must be finite, and (2) it must satisfythe admissibility
condition

-

1/_+•
I•(k)12dk<•
c. (B4)

(B1)

Condition (1) implies that the spreadof the mother
waveletin x spacemust be finite (Ax = cr < oe)
The functionf(a, x) is calledthe transformof f(x) and and proportionalto the spreadin k space(Ak = D/or
it is a function of the parameter a, involved in the def-

for someconstantD). The localizationof the wavelet

inition of the basis•a. Using the convolutiontheorem,
the integral transform (B1) can be equivalentlywritten is termsof the Fouriertransformsf(k) of f(x) and
?•a(k)of

•l,•0 (x) in x spaceis thenlcrandin k spaceit is D/let.
Condition(2) guaranteesthat •(k) decaysrapidly as
k --• oe and that •k(0) - 0. The mother wavelethas

therefore
zeromean,
f_+••(x)dx- O.
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If Ax and Ak are defined as the square roots of the

secondmomentsof [•h]
2 in the x and k spaces,the
mother wavelet that minimizes the product Ax. Ak is
the so-called Motlet mother wavelet,

½(x)-- (•r)-x/2exp(-x2)exp(iQx).

(B5)

This mother wavelet does not satisfy the admissibility
A

conditionbecause•h(0) •- 0, but for [QI • 4 the Morlet
wavelet

at zero wavenumber

is not different

from zero

for calculationsin single precision. The resolutionof
the Morlet wavelet is set by the quality factor Q, i.e.
the ratio

of the wavenumber

at which the window

is

centered to its spread in the k space.
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